Azure Economic Assessment

Cost-effectively make the move to Azure

Cloud migration and the implementation
of your cloud strategy is not just about the
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technology, it’s about complex decisions

 Discovery

and prioritizations based on business

 Data Collection

objectives, people, and processes, as well
as managing risks.
The 3Cloud Azure Economic Assessment delivers
data-driven insights for Azure migration, including
an economic analysis, application prioritization, and
reference architecture.
Our Assessment leverages Movere, Azure Migrate or
another appropriate discovery tool to survey your
environment, map dependencies, aggregate findings,
uncover analytics, and apply advanced AI/ML models
to generate cloud optimization recommendations
along with proven economic forecasting.
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We then use our proprietary 3Cloud 360 tool to
give you a seamless and interactive dashboard that
lets you dive into the details of our optimization
recommendations and cost estimates, including
the ability to drill down on individual applications,
environments, data centers and more.
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Equipped with the data scan information, server
survey and workshop insights, we will use our
proprietary pricing and optimization models
to provide you with a series of Azure pricing
scenarios, along with a recommendation on how
to move to Azure most cost-effectively.
After the Azure Economic Assessment, your
organization will be well positioned to quickly
begin migrating your environment into Azure.
There are no surprises, because the 3Cloud

assessment team shares all the learnings from
the assessment with our migration delivery
team, empowering you to transition seamlessly
into your new cloud environment.
Even if cloud migration isn’t an immediate next
step, the analytics portal, licensing analysis, and
dependency mappings will provide invaluable
insight for your organization at the conclusion of
the assessment.

If you’re ready to start planning your cloud migration, we can help.
Contact us today.
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